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ABSTRACT

Within the City-zen project, 26 464 sqm of buildings are retrofitted in Grenoble area to reach high
energy performance standard. It means a full refurbishment of 6 buildings for a total of 280 dwellings
in social housing stock.
Selected buildings present a various typology of architecture: pre-war buildings with heritage value,
mid-sized building blocks from 1960’, residential high-towers from 1970’, corner buildings from 1990’.
Those are located in different neigbourhoods and some are affected by specific public policies for
priority areas: in these refurbished buildings, the human factor plays a determinant role as important
as technical solutions deployed.
The retrofitting works (insulation of envelop, heating system, ventilation, efficient lighting, etc.) target
a high level of energy efficiency. The retrofitted buildings will reach at least the French Effinergie BBC
renovation standard, which is 96 kWh/m²/yr. of energy consumption for heating, cooling, DHW,
lighting, auxiliary systems in primary energy.
The final short list of buildings to be refurbished in Grenoble within the City-zen project is the
achievement of a long process. Deviations from the initial target in number (38 031 sqm in 2014) and
in type (social and private housing equally involved) are mentioned in this report.
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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

In 2014, the original proposal targeted 38 031 sqm retrofitted, splited into two categories: social
dwellings and private condominiums. For several reasons, which are developed in the report, this
objective has been revised downward and only social housing buildings are now concerned. This is the
reason why an updated version of the deliverable is required in 2018. Some parts of the explanation
stem from the justification document of the 3rd Request For Amendment of the City-zen project.
For the social dwellings, technical and financial support towards social housing companies has been
done to upgrade their patrimony to fit with the City-zen energy efficient buildings retrofitting targets.
After modifications of their refurbishment strategies in 2014-2015, 2 social landlords for 3 projects
were selected in 2016: “Mistral Towers” lead by Actis, “Clément Bayard” and “Nursery” lead by
Grenoble Habitat.
Finally, a call for interest launched in July 2016 by the city of Grenoble allows the social housing
company Pluralis to participate with its project “Le Grivolay” (Jean Perrot avenue), reaching the
Effinergie BBC renovation standard too.
In parallel, another eligible project was investigated until end of 2016, named “Bajatière” and owned
by Actis: unfortunately this 165 dwellings building was steered to a more profitable EU grant (ITI from
FEDER-FSE Rhône-Alpes). Since January 2017, the selection of buildings to be refurbished for the
housing stock category is established.
For the private condominiums, the strategy to convince co-owners to refurbish their condominium
located in Grenoble city is part of the new retrofitting campaign managed by the Metropolitan
authority called “Mur|Mur2”. Within this second edition, only co-owners who choose the most
efficient retrofitting package can be eligible to City-zen grant. The operational support to
condominiums driven by the Local Energy and Climate Agency – ALEC - (a City-zen partner) started in
April 2015, while the official launch of Mur|Mur2 occured in April 2016.
Since then, the two condominiums which could be eligible to City-zen fundings, “Saint André” and
“Stalingrad-Les Granges”, were closely accompanied in order to obtain a positive vote for a quick start
of the works. Unfortunately, none of them will be supported by the City-zen project due to the negative
vote of “Saint André” in September 2017 and the level of uncertainty for “Stalingrad-Les Granges” in
performing one full year of monitoring after works within the City-zen project timeframe.
However, the Mur|Mur2 campaign process conducted by La Métro and ALEC shows very good results
so far thanks to the support of City-zen project. At the moment, 189 condominiums have subscribed
(including 10 projects involved in the very high energy efficiency package) to be renovated by the end
of the campaign in 2020.
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CHAPTER 1 – Overview of buildings to be
refurbished in Grenoble

1.1.

SOCIAL HOUSING RETROFITTINGS

Table overview of buildings to be refurbished in Grenoble within the City-zen project.
Building works already delivered are written in green.

This table was updated in June 2018 taking into account unexpected delays that occurred between
autumn 2017 and spring 2018. A close follow up of works allowed to limit these extra delays, but
unfortunately could not avoid their occurence. Delivery of refurbished buildings has been postponed
for 5 or 6 months due to the following circumstances:
-

The Mistral towers house a socially very vulnerable group. Out of experience, Actis had
already taken into account delays for risks of demolition etc. in their planning and they had
foreseen accompanying measures. However, troubles in the neigbourhood have gone up the
last months and severe damages have further affected the works.
o Tower n°76 will be delivered in July instead of February 2018.
o Tower n°72 suffers from a 5 months delay too and will be delivered in September
instead of April 2018.
o Tower n°74 delivery is postponed for 6 months, to be finalised in March 2019.
However, the heating system and major works will be achieved before the start of
the heating season in November 2018 which enables a full year of monitoring (from
November 2018 until November 2019).
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-

Clément Bayard works are delayed mainly because of a difficult relationship with the
carpenter contractor during the winter: the building will therefore be delivered in October
instead of April 2018. The margin considered in the previous planning allowed to manage a
short delay at the start of the works due to overlapping works planned in the street.

-

Le Grivolay building has been delivered in December 2017: completion of works occurred in
Q1 and Q2 2018 and the PV plant will be installed on the roof in Autumn 2018, to complete
the energy efficiency of the building. Delays occurred earlier in 2017 (5 months) to relocate
tenants of one appartment in a newly refurbished one in the same building block.

-

Nursery st. works have been complicated due to problems with tenants: the delivery of the
building occurred in June 2018 instead of January.

Considering that these buildings are to be delivered in less than a semester, a full year of monitoring
within City-zen project timeframe is still guaranteed. The municipality of Grenoble is working to have
the monitoring continued for another year after the monitoring foreseen in City-zen and to guarantee
the sharing of these additional results throught the SCIS platform beyond the City-zen project.
Therefore, the municipality has committed to organise a meeting in Autumn 2018 to discuss this with
social landlords and with the Local Energy and Climate Agency (ALEC) who can play a supportive role.

1.2.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
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1.3.

PICTURES BEFORE AND AFTER WORKS

More detailed pictures of buildings refurbished within City-zen project in Grenoble will be included in
the coming deliverable D6.2 “Description of the completion of works” due end 2018 (M58).

MISTRAL TOWERS / GRENOBLE MISTRAL NEIGHBOURHOOD
3 towers built in 1970, 20 755 sqm, 199 dwellings, 425 inhabitants with social landlord ACTIS

Before works

During works
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CLÉMENT BAYARD / GRENOBLE BERRIAT NEIGHBOURHOOD
A corner building built in 1988, 3 595 sqm, 52 dwellings, 105 inhabitants with social landlord Grenoble
Habitat

Before works

During works

Simulation after works
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NURSERY STREET BUILDING / GRENOBLE SAINT BRUNO NEIGHBOURHOOD
Pre-war building (1920), 262 sqm, 5 dwellings, 10 inhabitants with social landlord Grenoble Habitat

Before works

During works

After works
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LE GRIVOLAY BUILDING / GRENOBLE TEISSEIRE NEIGHBOURHOOD
Mid-sized building block built in 1960, 1 852 sqm, 24 dwellings with social landlord Pluralis

Before works

During works

After works
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CHAPTER 2 – Overview of actions undertaken to
refurbish co-ownership buildings in Grenoble

2.1. MUR|MUR2, A CAMPAIGN TO SCALE UP PRIVATE HOUSING RETROFITTING IN
GRENOBLE
Since 2010, the metropolitan authority Grenoble-Alpes Métropole (La Métro) is strongly committed to
enlarge the energy retrofitting of private housing with the help of an integrated process. Called
Mur|Mur, this campaign aims to ease the long decision process which conducts to undertake major
renovation works: a technical and administrative support is proposed as well as substantial financial
contributions. Top priority is given to create the conditions for success to:
- Significantly lower CO2 emissions of the buildings
- Move to a phase of “massification” of retrofitting projects
- Ensure the thermal and architectural quality of the projects
- Contribute to the fight against fuel poverty in households
- Stimulate the building economic sector
Mur|Mur1 was a successful experience, the first of its kind in France, with 4 500 dwellings retrofitted
within condominium stock built between 1945-1975 which is a high energy-consuming building
typology with a strong replication potential. Ended in 2014 with a waiting list for its successor
campaign, Mur|Mur 2 has been launched in April 2016.
For the period 2016-2020, the scope is extended to individual houses and Mur|Mur2 targets positive
votes of energy retrofitting for 5 000 dwellings, including 500 exemplary renovations with energy
consumption below 96 kWh/sqm.yr in primary energy (French Effinergie BBC Renovation level).
Within City-zen project, La Métro and the local energy and climate agency (ALEC), the two main actors
involved in Mur|Mur, are supported to strengthen the campaign as they are also City-zen partners
since June 2015. Efforts were especially put into exemplary retrofitting of condominiums in Grenoble
of which works would have been achieved within City-zen project timeframe including a full year of
monitoring after works.

“Mur|Mur2 – 2016-2020 – New insulation campaign and energy retrofitting of private housing”
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2.2.

A LONG DECISION PROCESS AS KEY FOR UNDERSTANDING

From its launch in April 2016, Mur|Mur2 immediately met a great success thanks to the good results
of the first campaign: a significant number of condominiums quickly applied for retrofitting support.
However, this positive start was only the very first stage of a long and difficult decision process to vote
energy-efficient works, as shown in the figure below.

This process implies a minimum of 3 votes in General Assembly (GA) of the co-owners, usually over 3.5
to 5.5 years:
- First GA to vote to carry out the feasibility study
- Second GA to vote to select the architect in charge of plans and budget of building works
- Third GA to vote to validate retrofitting works and financing scheme
Mur|Mur2 is a multi-step campaign which organizes and visualize a complex decision process with
stakeholders that used to be inextricable. La Métro as a public authority and ALEC as a non-profit
organization work closely with two specific contractors, Soliha and Sénova (following figure).
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The limited period of time induced by the City-zen project support conducted local partners to run a
race against the clock: to find condominiums willing to vote quickly exemplary works that could be
achieved before March 2018. In 2017, the 9-months extension of the duration of the City-zen project
allowed to consider retrofitting projects to be achieved until November 2018, increasing chance to
keep eligible Grenoble private buildings within City-zen targets.

Two condominiums were identified despite this challenging context:
- “Saint André” condominium: 83 dwellings, 6 600 sqm (15 floors), one building built in 1964,
located 72 cours de la Libération / Grenoble
- “Stalingrad-Les Granges”: 144 dwellings, 9 200 sqm, 2 buildings built 1960, located 124 -140
avenue de Stalingrad / Grenoble
So as to speed up the decision process, La Métro and ALEC have intensified the technical support
towards these most advanced condominiums.

2.3.

TWO CONDOMINIUMS WITH AN ENHANCED SUPPORT

Two buildings went through an intense version of the Mur|Mur2 support: “Saint André” condominium
was the most likely building involved in Mur|Mur2 that could be eligible to City-zen fund (grant
allocated per sqm to be refurbished), whereas “Stalingrad-Les Granges” condominium was initially
investigated as a back-up option.
“Saint André” - 72 cours de la Libération

“Stalingrad-Les Granges” - 124 -140 avenue de Stalingrad
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HISTORY OF “SAINT ANDRÉ” SUPPORT PROVIDED BY LA MÉTRO AND ITS PARTNERS
November 2015: an anticipated support of “Saint André” condominium is acted in order to respect the
City-zen time constraints. Technical characteristics of this building tended to choose an exemplary
retrofitting:
o A tower building with large bay windows that required joinery works: joinery is eligible for
Mur|Mur2 funding within the exemplary package only.
o The co-ownership has already signed with a technical and thermal contractor who performed
a full energy audit.
o The building is connected to the district heating network, largely fed by renewable sources.
o The “conseil syndical” (small group of co-owners who manage the condominium) is proactive
in retrofitting the building with a high energy standard.
Jan.Feb.March 2016: La Métro and ALEC held public meetings with co-owners to introduce the coming
Mur|Mur2 campaign and its opportunities for financing exemplary retrofitting, including City-zen
grant.
April 2016: Official launch of Mur|Mur2. “Saint André” co-ownership is supported by ALEC.
September 2016: Contract for Mur|Mur2 follow-up is awarded by La Métro to SOLIHA Isère Savoie (a
well-known organization in the field of housing policies). SOLIHA had started working on “Saint André”
project.
October 2016: Contract for the exemplary retrofitting follow-up is awarded by La Métro to SENOVA.
SENOVA supports the condominium with technical advices and ensures that the estimated works
achieve energy targets. SENOVA had started checking energy performance of “Saint André” project.
November 2016: an architect is mandated to conduct an exemplary retrofitting works project, decision
is voted by co-owners during their General Assembly (30/11/2016).
December 2016: A dedicated meeting with ALEC, SOLIHA, Architect team and Syndic was held to agree
on a works planning. A vote of works in April 2017 is approved as a common objectiv.
Jan.Feb.March 2017: studies of the architect and engineering team were conducted. A complementary
study was required because of the unexpected presence of asbestos in the building, so the organization
of a General Assembly to vote works is postponed to 27th June 2017.
16th March 2017: the Technical Committee of Mur|Mur2 (CT2) validated compliance of works
programme with its technical guidelines and the architectural impact of the project, in cooperation
with Grenoble’s Municipality administration.
11th May 2017: the Technical Committee of Mur|Mur2 (CT3) validated the co-ownership’s financing
plan. SOLIHA is authorized to submit financial simulations during a specific public meeting before the
vote in GA.
06th June 2017: the public meeting was held with SOLIHA, the architect team, a Syndic representativ
and about 50 co-owners. ALEC also presented the social monitoring process (workshops,
questionnaire, etc.) related to the City-zen project.
20th June 2017: a week before the vote, ALEC organized a site visit at Grenoble Village IV condominium
with “Saint André” co-owners: this building has been retrofitted within MurMur 1 campaign and offers
similarities in terms of performance to reach. It was an opportunity for co-owners to be reassured
before the GA.
22th June 2017: the council of the condominium decided to postpone the GA because of irregularities
in the convocation noted by SOLIHA. To prevent legal remedies the GA was scheduled to 20/09/2017.
20th September 2017: the GA of « Saint André” condominium was held to vote the programme (and
cost) of the high energy retrofitting of the building. 53 co-owners were present or represented
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(corresponding to 67 660 /100 000 parts of the co-ownership): 79% voted against works, 17% voted in
favour, 4% abstained.
As a second General Assembly had not been planned in a short term, this building block unfortunately
was no longer eligible to be retrofitted within City-zen. An analysis of factors leading to a negative vote
is detailled in the next chapter.

“STALINGRAD-LES GRANGES” CONDOMINIUM
Timeschedule of the retrofitting project of “Stalingrad-Les Granges” had never been completely
conform with City-zen ones: after works, the monitoring results would have not been fully delivered
before the end of the City-zen project. However, within Mur|Mur2 this technical monitoring is
compulsary during 2 years after the end of the works: the co-ownership has to comply for this
obligation to take advantage of a French government subsidy (Programme d’Investissement d’Avenir
– PIA “ville de demain”).
“Stalingrad-Les Granges” was investigated as a back-up option, especially if “Saint André”
condominium would had not vote positively the refurbishment. A technical meeting held on 26th June
2017 with SOLIHA and representatives of the Syndic led to give up this option.
Indeed, even with a 9 months extension of the City-zen program, the condominium council do not
recommend to speed up the decision process in order to make co-owners vote before end of 2017:
knowing that the planning was already very tight because of technical details and financial guarantees
that still needed to be finalized, and probably also burnt by the negative decision of “Saint André”.
Moreover, SOLIHA who assists La Métro as an administrative and financial advisor of Mur|Mur2
campaign also assessed the risk not to finish the works before end 2018 as “very high”.

2.4.

LESSONS LEARNT FROM “SAINT ANDRE” CO-OWNERSHIP DECISION PROCESS

LENGTH OF THE ACCOMPANIMENT PROCESS
The duration of the project implementation may appear a long time to some members of the
condominium’s council: several months occured between the opportunity to be supported by the
Mur|Mur campaign and the decision of work to be taken during the GA.
However, professionnals involved with a long field experience consider that this condominium had to
go through the process at forced march to be eligible to City-zen subsidy. The Mur|Mur2 campaign
was launched in parallel of this fast progress, which generated errors and/or uncertaintities: the coowners or their representatives had often to wait for answers because aswers needed to be checked
regarding the new specifications of Mur|Mur2. That developed a sense of uncertaintity within the coowners.
Among reasons for rejecting retrofitting works, a member of the condominium’s council mentions in
September 2017 “the lack of co-owners’ capacity to remember facts within a process which lasted 1,5
year. We always had to remind them about everything. And if it was the Syndic or the condominium’s
council which did so, they got suspicious… I don’t know why but that’s the way it was all along”.
 SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT: not to speed up retrofitting project; not to multiply periods of
uncertainty during which co-owners are waiting for answers (budget of the works, guarantee
to be eligible to subsidies); Take the time to explain what is going on at every stage of the
process, and plan more opportunities of dialogue.
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ISOLATION OF INTERNAL REPRESENTATIVES
Several members of the condominium council took the initiative to register to Mur|Mur2 campaign.
This ambition is justified by their wish to allow the whole condominium to profit from an ambitious
programme of works (BBC Renovation) with quality guarantee (bay windows in wood compliant with
the original ones).
These representatives became the focal point of the project, which finally lead to consider the project
as their own to the point of view of the other co-owners. In a similar way, the professionnals have
communicated mainly towards those representatives in order to spread the word to the other coowners. “We didn’t succeed in convincing our neighbourhoods, by far as only 20% of the
condominium’s parts voted in favour. The cost of the retrofitting was also probably too high, with tricky
effects of thresholds. Critics of the project didn’t make any concession”, quote from a member of the
condominium’s council (Sept. 2017).
 SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT: Ensure a balanced role between internal representatives of the
project and operators. The project should not be identified through a person but has to be a
collective project.

THE COST AFTER SUBSIDIES
After subsidies deduction, the average cost of retrofitting per household is about 25 000 € to 35 000 €
depending on the size of the dwelling. This remaining cost is very high in spite of exceptional subsidies
allocated. And the diversity of socio-professional categories within the co-ownership complicated the
individual accompaniment. However, first estimates given orally were between 15 000 € and 20 000
€. Even with precautions observed when giving these estimates, those remain references for coowners. If the final calculations exceed estimates, the project is questioned.
 SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT: Not to share any cost for co-owners before the final calculation
of the project. Take time for understanding sociology of the condominium in order to adapt
the accompaniment to a diversity of co-owners profile.

CONDITIONS FOR

TRUST

Linked to the duration of the support process, it seems like conditions for trust of co-owners towards
obtainment of funding didn’t met. The Mur|Mur2 operators relay information about funding and don’t
talk on his own name which can cause mistrust of co-owners. For instance, requirements to obtain the
City-zen grant was more complex to explain to co-owners because it was an exceptional subsidy: the
eligibility depended on a strict respect of the calendar could have been a cause for concern, or could
have lead to a feeling of an approximative control of the subject.
 SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT: To send a personal letter to every household at the beginning
of the support process, to give a clear view of every stage. To make commitment in subsidies
would increase confidence of co-owners.

TECHNICAL CONSTRAINTS
The building is a high tower which a major part of energy loss is due to large bay windows with a
concrete base. In that respect, the joinery package is the main cost of the retrofitting, with a specific
attention for air permeability. The joinery cost was particularly expensive because of the size of the
bay windows and because the co-ownership wanted to maintain a wood structure.
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The closure of the balconies by a glazing panel was also an option investigated, then abandoned for
two reasons: fire safety would have been impacted (complex effects to be studied in-depth), and living
spaces calculation for habitable tax would have been modified (increase of surface leading to a
consistent tax burden for co-owners).
 SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT: The building can be considered as an “architectural exception”
which do not allow a high energy retrofitting at a reasonable cost.

FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS
The funding guidelines, partly depending on co-owners financial resources, are likely to produce
effects of thresholds. Unfortunately, these effects were particularly penalizing factors for the coowners of the “Saint André”. “For my household, we exceed the threshold of 32 € to be in the “low
income” category of the National Agency for Habitat Improvement (ANAH), in consequence the
retrofitting cost after subsidies is roughly 15 000 € more. Of course, it is not because we earn 32 €
extra that we can easily afford 15 000 € additional cost for the project” (testimony of a member of the
co-owners’ council, Sept. 2017).
 SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT: To implement a declining calculation regards to co-owners
income. The actual fixed thresholds are likely to ease the implementation of retrofitting
works in low-income condominium but it could also lead to the financial instability of the coownership.
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CHAPTER 3 – Conclusion

The final short list of buildings to be refurbished in Grenoble within the City-zen project is the
achievement of a long process. Deviations from the initial target in number (38 031 sqm in 2014 tot 26
464 sqm) and in type (social and private housing equally involved) are mentioned in this report.
After modifications of refurbishment strategies in 2014-2015 of social housing companies, 2 social
landlords for 3 projects were selected in 2016: “Mistral Towers” lead by Actis, “Clément Bayard” and
“Nursery” lead by Grenoble Habitat. Finally, a call for interest launched in July 2016 by the city of
Grenoble allows the social housing company Pluralis to participate with its project “Le Grivolay” (Jean
Perrot avenue), reaching the Effinergie BBC renovation standard too.
Considering that these buildings are to be delivered in less than a semester, a full year of monitoring
within City-zen project timeframe is still guaranteed. The municipality of Grenoble is working to have
the monitoring continued for another year after the monitoring foreseen in City-zen and to guarantee
the sharing of these additional results throught the SCIS platform beyond the City-zen project.
Unfortunately, none of the private condominiums will be supported by the City-zen project due to the
negative vote of “Saint André” in September 2017 and the level of uncertainty for “Stalingrad-Les
Granges” in performing one full year of monitoring after works within the City-zen project timeframe.
However, the Mur|Mur2 campaign process conducted by La Métro and ALEC shows very good results
so far thanks to the support of City-zen project. At the moment, 189 condominiums have subscribed
(including 10 projects involved in the very high energy efficiency package) to be renovated by the end
of the campaign in 2020.
Lessons learnt from “Saint Andre” co-ownership decision process are mentioned as to facilitate coownership decision processes in the future.
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